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Company: DP World Australia

Location: Amsterdam

Category: computer-and-mathematical

For our location in Amsterdam, DP World is currently recruiting for a Logistics (Process)

Engineer. Someone with a hands-on approach, solution- oriented thinking, passionate about

technology combined with years of experience in logistics field.

Speed, scale and efficiency are the foundation of our success. We think fast, act fast and

change fast. Our customer is at the center of everything we do, and we don’t stop until the

job is done. Our team is very international, and we like to challenge each other to continually

evolve and grow. We don’t do hierarchy, egos or boundaries and “not possible” is not in our

vocabulary, but freedom to think and act is. We encourage out-of-the-box thinking and

bringing an element of fun into our work. If you are ready to join the power of speed,

scale and efficiency with one of the greatest corporate tech startups in the world, then

continue reading…

About the Role

How you will contribute

Work closely with the nominated SMEs across all disciplines to align the internal and external

requirements and deliverables to design, analyze, document, present, review and plan the

implementation of the customer solutions, from an engineering perspective.

Design customer specific, innovative and best in class solutions to support major operational

scope changes with a goal of increasing throughput and efficiency.

Provide engineering support towards operations and new warehouse setup by designing floor
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layouts considering/simulating people, machine and material flow.

From an engineering perspective, lead in optimizing operational work-flows by evaluating,

modeling, and optimizing material stocks and flows.

Review material flow, order processing schedules, processes, specifications, procedure

documents, Standard Work Instructions, and related information to design logistics

processes that maximize efficiency and reduce waste.

Resolve problems related to process improvement by analyzing internal and external data,

including operations, inventory, quality, transportation and customer information.

Work with external partners in the development of automated material handling systems

and storage solutions that meet the requirements of solution proposals.

What you will bring

Bachelor’s degree in Logistics/Industrial/Manufacturing Engineering.

2 to 4 years of proven experience in leading or being part of an engineering organization

within a warehouse/supply-chain set up; preferably within the technology industry.

Good understanding and exposure to supply chain and/or manufacturing process is a

mandatory requirement for this role.

Experience in designing floor layouts, in using AutoCAD, visualization and simulation

software, Warehouse Management Systems, and ERP systems.

Experience in Lean, Kaizen, and Six Sigma methodologies, leading projects &

reporting/presenting results.

Ability to manage and prioritize multiple projects, effective project planning in terms of

resources, strategies, cost, and time with ability to meet project timelines.

Strong computer proficiency in MS Office applications, experience with Chrome OS

(Google Suite) would be beneficial.
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